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Glastonbury Festival is a greenfield music and performing arts festival on farm land near Pilton ,
England. It was first held in and has been held in the majority of years since then in the summer.
Its line-up is diverse, including music, comedy, circus and theatre, taking place on many
different stages and performance areas. Line-up included: [ citation needed ]. Pink Floyd were
scheduled but were unable to perform due to poor stage access for their set. Known as the
"impromptu festival". Julian Cope and James Brown were announced as playing but both
withdrew in advance. Amazulu were scheduled to be the opening act on the Pyramid Stage on
the Saturday, but did not arrive in time. They were subsequently given a slot before General
Public, necessitating The Smiths to take the stage earlier than scheduled. Elvis Costello And
The Attractions were not announced as Saturday's headliners until a few days before the
festival started, and too late to be credited in the official programme. Ian Dury was backed by
his then current band, The Music Students. Peter Gabriel joined Youssou N'Dour onstage for
one or more songs. There was speculation in the music press, prior to the festival, that
Donovan 's "friends" would include big names, such as Paul McCartney and Eric Clapton. The
"friends" turned out to be Ozric Tentacles. Line-up included: [4]. The headlining stage was not
officially called the Pyramid Stage in , as it did not have its distinctive pyramid shape. The
festival took place on 27â€”29 June. The festival took place on 26â€”28 June. The festival took
place on 25â€”27 June. The festival took place on 24 to 26 June. There was no Glastonbury
Festival in , with the organizers having planned it as a "fallow year. The festival took place on
24â€”28 June. The festival took place from the 27 to 29 June. Stormzy's set featured
appearances by Chris Martin , Dave and Fredo. Bastille's set featured an appearance by Lewis
Capaldi. The Glastonbury Festival was to take place between 24 and 28 June The following
artists had been announced as part of the Glastonbury lineup prior the event's cancelation: [15].
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children's anime series based on the video game of the same name developed by Level Both
the opening and ending themes were changed in episode 77, to mark the beginning of the
"second season. To mark the start of the "third season," the opening theme became "Banzai!
Full of Love! Starting with episode , the opening became "Gold In February , it was announced
that a revival of the series, now known as Yo-kai Watch! Nate is introduced into the world of the
Yo-kai when he frees the Yo-kai butler Whisper from a capsule machine and receives the Yo-kai
Watch, just in time to save his parents' marriage from the unintentional disruption of the Yo-kai
Dismarelda with her husband Happierre. When Nate suddenly discovers he is out of money
when he plans to buy a new issue of his favorite manga, he discovers the Yo-kai Supoor Hero is
to blame. Bear, Eddie, and Katie all begin to talk about useless trivia, and Nate discovers they
are possessed by the Legendary Yo-kai Poofessor, who is in search for the one true piece of
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version. Whisper explains more of Yo-kai to Nate just as they find an intersection haunted by
the cat Yo-kai Jibanyan, who used to be a living cat until he got hit by a truck, now wanting to
prove himself to his former owner; however, Nate's kind words soon make Jibanyan finally
believe in himself, and the two become friends, with Nate receiving Jibanyan's Yo-kai Medal as
the symbol of their friendship. Nate tells Whisper that people are talking about a specific Yo-kai,
which Whisper says is a kappa ; they try to find it, while the kappa Yo-kai Walkappa tries to get
their attention. Nate's day at school is disrupted by the Yo-kai Tattletell, who possesses his
friend Katie and makes her reveal a personal secret that embarrasses him. Later, when Katie is
feeling down and won't say why, Nate uses Tattletell to figure out what she is hiding. Whsiper
talks about the Yo-kai Noko , and Nate sees it, but Whisper doesn't. Nate and Whisper meet the
man-faced dog Yo-kai Manjimutt, who is soon arrested. Later, when Eddie begins to act like a
rebel, Nate and Whisper discover he is being possessed by the Yo-kai Roughraff. While in
prison, Manjimutt finds a want-ad for a barber. Nate and Whisper discover the Yo-kai
Hungramps is at the local convenience store, making people unnaturally hungry. Later, Nate
and Whisper discover that the reason many people in class are all forgetting things is because
of the Yo-kai Wazzat. Manjimutt's barber shop is ruined because everyone thinks he is a dog
groomer. Manjimutt's newest venture, a photographer, is disrupted when his client discovers he
is not the one who was supposed to photograph her. Later, when Jibanyan moves into Nate's
house, Nate must save him and Whisper from being rid by an exorcist who is hired after Nate's
parents begin to realize Jibanyan's behavior. Manjimutt tries an apprenticeship at a bakery, but
cannot overcome his canine urges. During a park clean up, Nate and his friends get possessed
by the Yo-kai Blazion, who makes them unusually fired up about the task. Nate gets a sore tooth
and is sent to a dentist who is currently depressed because of the Yo-kai Negatibuzz. Bear and
Eddie sleep over at Nate's house, and the three secretly watch a late night TV show, but their
plans are later disrupted by the electricity-eating Yo-kai Signibble. Manjimutt goes into the
countryside to make pottery, but his works are not appreciated by the police. The country
bumpkin Yo-kai Komasan has just moved into the city, so Nate and Whsiper try to show him the
ropes. The Yo-kai trio Nosirs are making an exam in class difficult. Manjimutt decides to go to
Hollywood to become a movie star, but is apprehended before he can leave the country. All the
boys at school become overwhelmed with the urge to urinate, which Nate and Whisper discover
is because of the Yo-kai Fidgephant. After Nate and Whisper return home, they find that
Jibanyan has locked himself up in Nate's room, and Whisper realizes it must be because
Jibanyan is possessed by the Yo-kai Hidabat. Komasan's younger brother Komajiro comes to
the city. After a failed treasure hunt, Nate and Whisper meet the cicada Yo-kai Cadin, who soon
realizes that he will die within a week's time because he was not allowed to reincarnate as a
cicada. Later, Nate and his Yo-kai companions meet Robonyan, Jibanyan's robot self from the
future. Bushinyan Has Arrived! Bushinyan Kenzan! Komasan soon begins to realize that
Komajiro is adapting to city life much faster than he anticipated, even picking up city lingo.
After a spate of bad luck, Nate discovers he is being possessed by the Yo-kai Buhu, but she just
needs his help to get back on her own feet. That Guy Is Coming Back! Transcription: " Yoyaku!
Aitsu ga Kaettekuru! Komasan is stymied by a subway turnstile, until Komajiro realizes that he
needs a passcard to get through. Nate, Bear and Eddie head to the mall to buy a video game
comic book they have been saving up for, but are unable to purchase it when the Yo-kai Spenp
makes them spend their money frivolously. Later, the Yo-kai Noway continuously makes Nate
deny requests and favors for others at school. Manjimutt is now in prison on Alcatraz. Komasan
tries to explain the concept of cellphones to Komajiro, but Komajiro already has one and is
going to meet his friends. While in class, Nate and Whisper discover the farting Yo-kai
Cheeksqueek is up to no good. Manjimutt plans his escape from Alcatraz, but gets waylayed.
Using human disguises, Komasan takes Komajiro to a fast food restaurant, but while Komasan
is overwhelmed by the choices, Komajiro buys his lunch easily. Nate and Whisper discover that
Bear and Eddie are possessed by the Yo-kai Chatalie, who makes them brag and boast about
themselves. During a physical education class on dancing, Nate dances well because of the
dancing seaweed Yo-kai Wiglin, Steppa, and Ryth, but they keep possessing him during the
school day. Manjimutt plans to escape with what appears to be a talking teddy bear named Sam.

Komasan takes Komajiro to the giant Springdale tower, and is overwhelmed by the height, but
Komajiro is unimpressed, at least until Komasan discovers a shooting star, impressing his
younger brother once more. Nate's mother is suddenly overcome by the desire to dress gaudily
for Parents' Day because of the Yo-kai Dazzabel, and the only way to counter her is with the
gloomy and dull Yo-kai Dimmy. Manjimutt leads a team of other inmates on an escape attempt,
but all is not as it seems. Komasan joins Komajiro for what he thinks is a festival, but is instead
a night club where Komajiro is a popular regular known as K. Later, the Yo-kai Babblong
possesses Nate's homeroom teacher, making class unnecessarily long, and soon possesses
Katie. On Alcatraz, Manjimutt finds friendship with an inmate named Charlie, until he is
approached by a more imposing inmate. The three main characters try to enjoy a spring break
Golden Week trip with Nate's parents, but they become possessed by the Yo-kai Peppillon
before they even get out the front door, and later encounter the Yo-kai Drizzle and Mirapo during
the trip. Komasan helps Komajiro in a confrontation at the night club when everyone discovers
he is from the countryside. Manjimutt discovers the other inmate is an undercover cop who is
looking to get Charlie incarcerated further, as well as learning about Charlie being a homicidal
maniac, and is pleased he may be able to get out early. Komasan takes a job at the toy company
Dandai as a janitor, and accidentally inspires the president to create a line of various toys and a
mascot character that get popular, prompting Komasan's promotion. On Mother's Day , Nate's
mother is possessed by the Yo-kai Cynake, who makes her upsetly unappreciative of her gifts.
Later, when the wild trend of belly dancing with a strange face on the dancer's stomach that is
taking the city by storm occurs in class, Nate and Whisper discover it is because of the Yo-kai
Rockabelly. Manjimutt is happy he will be freed from Alcatraz, but is surprised when the warden
accidentally frees another dog-like inmate instead of him, leaving him to Charlie's wrath. The
Yo-kai Kyubi arrives in Springdale to steal women's hearts through charm, and sets his sights
on stealing Katie's heart next, but cannot seem to succeed. When Nate's mother tells him to
stay in the house and wait for a delivery while she is out, his act of defying her order sends him
and his Yo-kai companions into the Terror Oni Time, a dimension children are sent into if they
do not listen to their parents, where the three are pursued by the powerful Oni Yo-kai Gargaros.
Komasan's new ideas seem to be stolen by a rival company, leaving the president of Dandai
suspicious of who is behind things. Komasan helps Dandai's president get in touch with his
daughter, again, because she is looking for a new dance craze. The fellas discover the Yo-kai
Baku has put Nate's entire class to sleep only looking for a particularly tasty dream to eat.
Kyubi attempts to steal Katie's heart at the amusement park, but is not prepared for the human
world's thrill rides. With a new page filled, the Yo-kai Medallium summons Dandoodle, a
Legendary Yo-kai who is irresistible to the ladies. Komasan is left in charge of Dandai while the
president takes a vacation, but realizes he is beginning to lose touch with Komajiro. Nate and
Whisper discover Katie is possessed by the Yo-kai D'wanna when she begins to give up on
tasks suddenly. Everyone in class seems to be exhausted because the Yo-kai Insomni has
decided to make them stay up all night and not fall asleep. Komasan happens to enter a coffee
shop and meets the girl of his dreams. Transcription: " Kata ga Korutte Donna Kanji? Komajiro
gives Komasan the push to get to know the girl from the coffee shop, but is horrified when he
learns the girl is being stalked. When Nate realizes he is not as far along in a video game as his
friends, he asks the Yo-kai Duchoo to coach him to fool his mother into thinking that he has a
cold and has to stay home. At school, Nate discovers that all his friends have sore shoulders
because of the Yo-kai duo Ake and Payn. Komasan tries to save the girl from her threat, but
discovers she is simply a manga artist who was talking about her story when her manuscript is
sent flying by mistake. Nate's mother prepares a large dinner for the family, but the Yo-kai
Grubsnitch makes her eat it without her knowing. Nate and Whisper discover Nate's friends are
possessed by the Yo-kai Tengloom when they become gloomy out of nowhere. Whisper praises
the real Yo-kai Tengu, who he claims is a close friend, until they find him. After Nate and
Jibanyan have a fight, Jibanyan runs away from home and is sent back in time by the evil reaper
Yo-kai duo Kin and Gin to relive the final days of his life as the cat Rudy with his owner Amy,
soon finding out the truth about how he really died. Katie seems to have gained psychic
powers, but it is the result of the Yo-kai Espy. Bear starts to take things from people because he
is possessed by the Yo-kai Peckpocket. August 1, [17]. August 2, [18]. Nate meets Yo-kai from
years in the past, and must deal with the exorcist again when the Classic Yo-kai disrupt his
home life. August 3, [18]. Komasan and Whisper begin working as police officers, and must deal
with a hostage crisis. Nate meets the sweaty Yo-kai Swelton when the weather gets humid, and
later helps the inside-out umbrella Yo-kai Brokenbrella when his umbrella gets turned inside out
during a strong storm. August 4, [18]. Komasan and Whisper investigate a ransom. When Nate
forgets his wallet at home, it is stolen by the Yo-kai Pandle, who bothers people who are
careless with their things. Later, Nate is possessed by the Yo-kai So-Sorree, who makes him

pull pranks in class and then feign an apology. August 5, [18]. Nate, Whisper, Jibanyan,
Komasan, and Kyubi find themselves forced to act out the story of Journey to the West by the
movie director Yo-kai Directator. August 8, [18]. Komasan attempts to question. As summer
vacation ends, Nate worries that he has not finished his homework for the break, and discovers
that Bear is possessed by the samurai lion Yo-kai Lie-in Heart, who has made him prepared.
Later, with school starting up once more, Dandoodle and Kyubi have a battle to see who can
make Nate a model. Transcription: " Honmono wa Dotchi da!? August 9, [18]. Nate discovers
that his friends are possessed by the bragging Yo-kai Papa Windbag. August 10, [18]. Nate's
mother is possessed by the Yo-kai Yoodooit, who makes her lazy and reliable on Nate to do the
chores around the house. Later, Eddie is possessed by the Yo-kai Enerfly, who annoyingly
makes him see the good things in life. August 11, [18]. Directator returns and makes Nate take
part in a recreation of Titanic , but he makes it a pirate-filled slapstick comedy. Nate discovers
that everyone in his class has cricks in their neck, only to discover the Yo-kai Cricky is to
blame, but he too is suffering and needs Nate's help. August 12, [18]. Whisper gets caught in a
never ending exercise routine set out by the Yo-kai Sergeant Burly, but Nate does not know how
to stop the enthusiastic Yo-kai. When visiting Bear at the hospital, Eddie cannot stop laughing
and Nate discovers it is because he is possessed by the laughter inducing Yo-kai Heheheel.
August 27, [18]. Nate's school's field day gets disrupted by a series of Yo-kai possessions, all
while he is trying to show Katie how cool he is. September 3, [19]. Nate goes out to the candy
store to shop with his limited budget, but he is challenged by Bear and Eddie to find the most
original candy they can within their limit. When Whisper comes down with the Yo-kai flu, the
butler Yo-kai Verygoodsir takes over his job until he gets better, but Whisper worries he will be
replaced when Nate and Jibanyan see how perfect Verygoodsir is in comparison. September 10,
[19]. Nate's friends get possessed by the Yo-kai Failian, who makes them tell lies. Nate and his
friend's plans to see a movie are threatened by the Legendary spoiler-giving Yo-kai Spoilerina.
September 17, [19]. Manjimutt and Tattletell hold a count down for the top ten Yo-kai, and
Whisper hopes he will win. While trying to watch a soccer game on TV, Nate cannot find the
remote control because it has been stolen by the Yo-kai Count Zapaway. September 24, [19].
The Yo-kai Shmoopie makes Katie all loveydovey, and Nate discovers the only way to solve the
possession is with Manjimutt. The Yo-kai Yoink possesses Nate's father, making him absently
take things without realizing. October 8, [19]. Nate has not got a costume ready for the
Halloween Parade, and while Bear, Eddie, and Katie wait for him, he and his Yo-kai companions
discover his mother has become something like a vampire. Nate soon discovers that the Yo-kai
Dracunyan is to blame, and has turned the whole town into other Dracunyan. Nate gets Bear,
Eddie, and Katie, who have not been bitten, to help him stop Dracunyan, telling them about the
existence of Yo-kai. Nate and his classmates go into the hills to do a tree planting, but they can
only talk about their favorite new anime Professor Vacant. When they find a mystery, they begin
to try to solve what has happened just as Professor Vacant would. Meanwhile, Jibanyan and
Whisper believe a Yo-kai is involved and plan to discover it on their own. October 15, [19]. Year
3 Class Y's homeroom teacher Mr. Crabbycat tries to whip his students into shape with the help
of vice homeroom teacher Mr. When Katie rudely impersonates the teacher, Nate and his Yo-kai
companions discover she is possessed by the Yo-kai Mimikin. Jibanyan wants to go to a Next
Harmeowny handshaking event, but everything happening throughout the day makes his
chances of going dwindle, including the appearance of the mysterious tribe Yo-kai Snottle, who
makes people pick their nose. October 29, [19]. After some exercise, Jibanyan has come down
with a cold and somehow been turned into Thornyan, a cat Yo-Kai with spines that shoot out
whenever he sneezes. At Eddie's birthday party, he becomes possessed by the honesty sand
Yo-kai Sandmeh. November 5, [19]. November 12, [19]. Whisper and Jibanyan are sent back in
time by Kin and Gin to the Sengoku period , where Whisper helps Shogun Waitington , a man
Whisper had helped in the past but that he cannot remember why he regrets his actions.
November 19, [19]. Whisper accidentally flushes the Yo-kai Pad down the toilet, leading Nate
and Jibanyan on a search to get it back. Nate is worried about his winter report card, but
Verygoodsir comes back to reveal that there is also a report card that the Yo-kai each get.
December 3, [19]. Nate goes out to pick up his family's Christmas cake but find that the town is
once again overrun with Yo-kai. Komasan and Komajiro get asked to deliver presents for Santa
Claus, but are overrun by children's requests. Nate's mother is possessed by the Yo-kai Ol'
Saint Trick, who makes Nate answer three questions, or else he will be sucked up into one of
his bags. December 10, [19]. While trying to clean up the house, Nate discovers rival armies of
Brushido led by Washogun and an unseen leader are vying for control of the cleanup. The
powerful Yo-kai Venoct arrives in town seeking a battle with the powerful Yo-kai Rubeus J, but
his description leads Nate to think that his opponent is actually Jibanyan. December 17, [19].
Venoct tells Jibanyan a description of Rubeus J's base which sounds like Nate's house and

Nate's parents. Nate's mother suddenly becomes lazy during the New Year festivities because
she is possessed by the Yo-kai Cutta-nah. December 26, [19]. Venoct tells Jibanyan a
description of Rubeus J's army which sounds like the students at the school. Nate's sunny day
is ruined when he discovers Katie is possessed by the Yo-kai Drizzelda, leading Nate to seek
out the Yo-kai Ray O'Light to cheer her up. The Yo-kai Jumbelina appears and mixes up
everyone's faces, but she misplaces Nate's, leading the group on a hunt for his original face.
December 27, [19]. Jibanyan is ready to tell Nate that he is Rubeus J, but finds that there is such
thing as Rubeus J does. Venoct defeats Rubeus J only to hear about a new villain, Mighty Dog,
whose description sounds like Komasan. Later, Nate and Whisper try to head home to watch a
new episode of Professor Vacant but finds he has been trapped in a maze set up by the Yo-kai
Dromp. December 28, [19]. Nate enters a game of chance against the gachapon -controlling
giant skeleton boss Yo-kai Gutsy Bones. Nate finds that his hair is so long and fluffy, as is the
hair of his friends, because of the Classic Yo-kai Furdinand. December 29, [19]. Later, Nate,
Bear, and Eddie hold a contest to see who can get the most chocolates from the girls.
December 30, [19]. As before, the granny tells her take on the Crane's Return of a Favor. The
jealous Yo-kai Wantston makes Nate jealous of every little thing he sees. Katie keeps chuckling
at cold jokes, and Nate discovers it is because of the Yo-kai Pupsicle. January 21, [19]. During
class, the Yo-kai Daiz causes everyone to space out all at once. Lately, whenever Nate makes a
decision, the evil pirate captain Yo-kai Cap n' Crash makes him regret it. Komasan Tankentai!
January 28, [19]. When Nate loses things left to right, he finds that the Yo-kai Gimme has been
stealing them. Later on, the Classic Yo-kai Tublappa gives Nate an uncontrollable urge to lick
things. While visiting a museum, Komasan and Komajiro are cast by a reality TV show director
to become an exploration team. February 4, [19]. On the exploration team, Komasan and
Komajiro look for the sea creature "Nessie". While Komasan is amazed, Komajiro notices how
the encounter is all staged. At home, the Yo-kai Master Oden keeps Nate from having dinner
until he hears a truly stinging story. Nate notices how Eddie is suspecting everyone around him,
and finds out the Yo-kai Suspicioni is to blame. February 11, [19]. Nate hears a legend about
Toiletta of the Toilet, and checks it out for himself. Then, the Yo-kai Copperled makes Eddie act
bossy to those around him. Gun Himitsu Kichi Eria Go! Dorometeusu Seiun kara no Shisha!
February 18, [19]. While competing on a game show, Nate has the Yo-kai Enduriphant help him
with withstanding the challenges. Nate tries to stay up all night with help from the Yo-kai
Wydeawake. February 25, [19]. Nate meets the Yo-kai Infour, who can sense a person's name,
birthday, favorite food, and fated partner. Koma-san Tankentai! Later, Nate helps the Classic
Yo-kai Snartle find a way to scare children without breaking the law. March 4, [19]. A new
student shows up at school, and the Yo-kai Bruff makes him a very reliable student. Nate and
the boys in class find themselves doing stupid things swinging water buckets, etc because of
the Yo-kai Dummkap. April 8, [19]. The news has revealed the director of Komasan's expedition
to be bogus, but he really did have good intentions. While in class, the Yo-kai Cuttincheez
makes the smell from a milk cloth unbearable for the classroom. March 11, [19]. The Yo-kai
Gnomey lives in people's homes and secretly cleans up after them. The Yo-kai Lafalotta teaches
Nate how to be funny to impress his classmates. Nate is given a mysterious box and told, "Don't
you dare open it! March 18, [19]. A squadron of Gnomey attempt to get a test cancelled in favor
of Nate and his friends. Later on, Whisper has a dream where Katie is his master instead of
Nate. March 25, [19]. While the boys are hanging out together, the daredevil Yo-kai Gnomey tries
to make sure the playdate is a success. At school, the Yo-kai Negasus makes Katie do bad
things, then regret them. Mimikin is now able to look like anyone he meets, including Nate. April
15, [19]. At school, the Yo-kai Mynimo possesses Katie making her favored by the teacher, later
Nate is possessed as well. The Yo-kai Grumples makes everything in Nate's room crumpled and
wrinkled, but after an intense beauty treatment, she changes into Everfore. April 22, [19]. While
at a restaurant, Nate's parents are possessed by the Yo-kai Wotchagot, who makes them eat
other people's food. Later, Hidabat reveals that he is the second richest Yo-kai in the world.
April 29, [19]. Nate faces off against Snottle once again, but cannot summon any Yo-kai due to it
being a Yo-kai holiday. In the style of The Twilight Zone , Nate's fear of going to the dentist
causes him to have strange hallucinations, only for his cavity to be caused by Count Cavity.
May 6, [19]. The cheapskate Yo-kai Greesel makes Nate's mother cut back on everything. Later
at school, Eddie is possessed by Bowminos causing him to apologize profusely. While on a
road trip to a cherry harvest, the Yo-kai No-Go Kart makes Nate's father confused as to where
he's going. May 13, [19]. Nate's mother is possessed by Irewig, who makes her ticked off at
every little thing she sees. While on a fishing outing, Nate is somehow always catching the
Classic mermaid Yo-kai Mermaidyn. During art class, Nate's painting is always ruined by just
one drop of paint, and he discovers that the Yo-kai Gush is to blame. May 20, [19]. After hearing
that his mother is coming over to visit, Komasan decides he wants to be able to show her

around. He starts off by visiting an electronics superstore, only to bring home an automated
vacuum cleaner a la iRobot Roomba. While dealing with Snottle, the fellas and Robonyan meet
the latter's upgraded form: Robonyan F. May 27, [19]. Komasan decides to try one of the ramen
stands in town. At a street performers' festival, the Yo-kai Shrook makes the performers unable
to do what they're known for. Later, the unlucky Yo-kai Chansin causes people to almost, but
not quite, win at anything they try. June 3, [21]. After hearing about a local sports gym that his
mother wants to go to, Komasan wants to try it out for himself. One of Nate's new neighbors is
being obnoxiously loud because of the Yo-kai Rawry. Nate discovers that all of the Pandle in the
world are gathered up at his school. July 2, [22]. Using the watch, she meets Usapyon, whom
she first thinks is an alien, but is disappointed to learn he's a Yo-kai. July 9, [22]. Nate receives
the new Yo-kai Watch Model U prototype, but the Yo-kai Cornfused makes him unimpressed
with the new features. Meanwhile, Hailey Anne and Usapyon start on a weekly-magazine rocket
project to help the latter's old master rediscover his dreams. July 16, [22]. Komasan hears about
a masseur with the "hands of a god" and decides to go see him. But the masseur is surprised
that he can't find Komasan's tense spot. Meanwhile, Nate and his friends try to have fun at the
beach, but the day is plagued by the Yo-kai Roughraff, Swosh, and others. July 23, [22]. After
hearing how making pottery is a popular hobby, Komasan decides to try it out for himself. With
Nate, Whisper, and the former's parents out shopping, Jibanyan finally has the entire house to
himself, but in the style of The Twilight Zone , he is always freaking out over the slightest
sound. Cadin woke up from his year-long slumber to go see a Next HarMEOWny concert, only to
find out it doesn't start for another week. Nate has to settle a dispute between the two bug-like
Yo-kai Rhinoggin and Beetler over what kind of bug is more popular among children. At home,
the Yo-kai Swelterrier makes the house too hot for the AC to keep up. After being hit by Baku's
sleep smoke, Nate has an epic space fantasy dream, but he keeps putting himself in minor
roles. Later on, Nate believes Katie is jealous over everything he does, but finds out it's because
of the Yo-kai Minochi. The classic Yo-kai Pittapat asks Nate for help in apologizing to a little girl
that the former pulled a prank on. August 6, [22]. While grocery shopping with his mother, Nate
asks Robonyan to make sure he isn't seen by his friends while still helping her out. A first look
is taken at Komasan Taxi, where Komasan and Komajiro discuss characters' controversial
actions, aided by fan letters, with that character; they start off with Manjimutt. TBA July 30, C
[22]. One night, Nate is disturbed by the mosquito Yo-kai Scritchy, and Robonyan then appears
to reveal Scritchy's role in the future of mosquito-kind, a la The Terminator. While at a public
pool, Nate discovers an entire army of Fidgephant disrupting the day off. After he trains on
trucks, a more heartfelt side of Jibanyan is revealed as he helps a lost cat find its owner. August
13, [22]. During class cleanup, the proud Yo-kai Pride Shrimp complicates who does what by
making Bear and Eddie argue over who gets to mop the room they each want to do it. August
25, [22]. At home, the Yo-kai Papa Bolt gives Nate's mother a personality like a thunderstorm
booming down on each sly remark ; at the same time, the Yo-kai Frazzle is causing Nate to
make such sly remarks causing literal lightning to strike him. While at the local Hot Springs,
Cheeksqueek once again hits Nate with gas. September 1, [22]. September 8, [22]. September
15, [22]. September 22, [22]. Yo-kai Red and White Song Battle! Nate attends a Song Battle
concert hosted by Komasan and Komajiro. Whisper attempts to form music groups so that he
can compete. September 29, [22]. October 13, [22]. After his fiery mane gets stolen, Hailey and
Usapyon must restore Blazion's passion. Meanwhile, Nate and Whisper learn that Walkappa has
been taken in by the Yo-kai rapper Lil' Kappa to form a musical group. November 3, [22]. A
two-hour special broadcast of a Christmas special featuring Komasan as well as the
back-to-back broadcasts of episodes 99, , and November 17, [22]. Komasan stars as Komashiro
in the penultimate episode of Dog of the North Star. Nate, Whisper, and Jibanyan meet
Kittylumbus. Hailey and Usapyon try to find a good replacement for Mochismo's mochi.
Crabbycat teaches at Century's End Academy. Inaho makes chocolate for anime Sailor Piers
popular villain Bah Guy. Rumors get spread like wildfires because of the Yo-kai Mr. July 30, A
[22] TBA. The Yo-1 Grand Prix! November 24, A [22] TBA. October 27, A [22] TBA. Komasan and
Komajiro work at a family restaurant. Nate, several Yo-kai, and other become lazy because of
the Yo-kai Horizontail. A ninety-minute special featuring the back-to-back broadcasts of
episodes and , with sneak peeks at the third Yo-kai Watch movie, to celebrate the release of the
Yo-kai Watch 3 video games. Let's Get the Yo-kai Watch Dream! Save the Yo-kai Flumpy!
Nijikanhan Supesharu Zura! We're Answerin' Them, Y'all! Oratachi ga Kaiketsu Zura! Ora tachi
ga Kaiketsu Zura! Transcription: " Shingakki! Kaette kita Nyanpachi sensei vs GTA!
Transcription: " Kaettekita nyanpachi sensei Bukatsu-hen! Transcription: " Kaettekita
nyanpachi sensei Bukatsu Hen! Transcription: " Daidaidaibouken! Shura koma arawaru! One
morning, Jibanyan catches the dreadful "Yo-kai Gudenguden Fever", causing his temperature
to rise to C As Nate's attempts to cool him down fail, more and more people start forgetting

about Jibanyan entirely. Nate has to find a cure before it's too late. Television series Episodes
Shadowside Yo-kai Watch! The main character, Cinnamon, is a white puppy with long ears, blue
eyes, pink cheeks, and a plump and curly tail that resembles a cinnamon roll. He starred in his
own manga series, an anime movie and various animation shorts. She thought, "Maybe he
caught a whiff of the cinnamon rolls and came to check them out. Since his tail was plump and
curled up like a cinnamon roll, she decided to call him Cinnamon. When he was first created by
Sanrio in , he was called Baby Cinnamon. A year later he was "renamed" Cinnamoroll, to
remedy any problems with the registration of the mark overseas, however he is now called in
both ways, but also more simply Cinnamon. As of , Cinnamoroll's original name "Baby
Cinnamon" is no longer being used by Sanrio and is officially called "Cinnamoroll". In Japan, he
is still named "Cinnamoroll" but he is mostly called "Cinnamon". Tohoshinki performed the
movie's ending song titled " Together ". In , stop-motion series "Hello Kitty Stump Village". But,
is too shy to ask for help. Cinnamoroll quickly became the star of video games. There are four
video games that feature him and his friends. Cinnamoroll's friends notably Cappuccino also
appear in certain areas in "Hello Kitty Seasons". Cinnamoroll also appears in Sanrio's first and
only Massively multiplayer online role-playing game called Hello Kitty Online as an NPC in
certain special quests. While Cinnamoroll's friend Mocha and Chiffon can be seen as one of the
emoticons in a Cinnamoroll themed guild. Cinnamoroll also shows up in "Hello Kitty World" for
the Android and iPhone as one of the characters you unlock once you add a new attraction
when you reach a certain level. It was published in Japan from to by Shogakukan , serialized in
the monthly magazine Pucchigumi. In , a spin-off manga series that focused on The
Cinnamoangels was made from - called "Puri Kawa Shinamonenjerusu!! Viz Media started
translating the manga in and was released to English speaking countries in Another Japanese
Cinnamoroll book is "Cinnamon ga Ippai! Cinnamoroll merchandise can be found far and wide,
and in numerous formats. On a wide span of websites almost anything Cinnamoroll-related can
be discovered, from simple plushies to decorative pens and t-shirts, showing how successful
Sanrio's lovable character has become not just for consumers, but for companies to profit off.
Characters of the series had also appeared in various Sanrio Puroland and HarmonyLand live
shows, parades, and events. Cinnamon was featured in a music video with the Japanese rock
girl band Scandal. The video is handled by MastakaP for the animation while Intetsu, the Bassist
of the band Ayabie handles the music. There are 9 songs in the album, each sung by
Cinnamoroll and his friends including the Cinnamoangels and Lloromannic. Each song has its
own theme, such as Mocha's song "Petit Paris" which takes place in Paris, France and
"Hawaiian Angels" which takes place in Hawaii and is sung by the Cinnamoangels. Cinnamoroll
is the second most popular Sanrio character franchise next to Hello Kitty, somehow not what
Sanrio had expected in such a short time. The popularity of Cinnamoroll and minor characters
kicked off in to a " spinoff " called The Cinnamoangels which features Cinnamoroll's friend
Mocha, Chiffon and Azuki. In , Cinnamoroll got his own blog on the Japanese blogging and
social networking website Ameba. To celebrate Cinnamoroll's 10th Anniversary Tokyo's Haneda
Airport had a Cinnamoroll showcase showing fan taken photos and some original Cinnamoroll
pictures. However, Cinnamoroll's official Twitter account suffered from an incident of
cyberbullying in A group of Twitter users started responding to the account's tweets with
offensive comments regarding the character in March , and the disruption worsened in May. I
will protect Cinnamon, so I hope all his friends will look after him too. From Wikipedia, the free
encyclopedia. Japanese media franchise based on manga from Sanrio. Main article: Fluffy,
Fluffy Cinnamoroll. Archived from the original on 30 October Retrieved Archived from the
original on 30 April Retrieved 29 April Archived from the original on 30 March Retrieved 24
September Anime News Network. Archived from the original on 24 June Archived from the
original on April 2, Retrieved September 27, Photo Festival". Archived from the original on April
9, Retrieved April 29, Waku Waku Japan. Archived from the original on May 19, Michel, Patrick
June 9, Boing Boing. Animation works by screenwriter Mari Okada. Sanrio Puroland
Harmonyland. Hello Kitty My Melody. Cinnamoroll Sugarbunnies Jewelpet. Wish me mell Show
by Rock!! Kiba â€” Strawberry Panic! The Vampire Dies in No Time Hidden categories: CS1
French-language sources fr CS1 Japanese-language sources ja Webarchive template wayback
links Articles with short description Short description is different from Wikidata Articles
containing Japanese-language text. Namespaces Article Talk. Views Read Edit View history.
Help Learn to edit Community portal Recent changes Upload file. Download as PDF Printable
version. Slice of Life , Fantasy , Comedy , Adventure. Yumi Tsukirino Chisato Seki. NA Viz
Media. Madhouse Studios Shochiku. Original net animation. Utako Yoshino. Anime and manga
portal. Theme parks Sanrio Puroland Harmonyland. Strawberry News. Z Wikipedii, wolnej
encyklopedii. Danquart, Pepe Pepe Danquart. Smarzowski, Wojciech Wojciech Smarzowski.
Facet nie potrzebny od zaraz. Nic wielkiego. Gazicki, Jan Jan Gazicki. Kamienie na szaniec.

Kazejak, Anna Anna Kazejak. Sadurski, Grzegorz Grzegorz Sadurski. Stacja Warszawa.
Skonieczny, Krzysztof Krzysztof Skonieczny. Janusz Majewski. Dziubak, Piotr Piotr Dziubak.
Powstanie Warszawskie. Bella Mia. Duba, Martin Martin Duba. Warwas, Bartosz Bartosz
Warwas. Pietrzak, Aleksander Aleksander Pietrzak. Wichrowski, Robert Robert Wichrowski. Gra
o wszystko. Pisarek, Maciej Maciej Pisarek. Before the show. Fibiger, Judyta Judyta Fibiger.
Wajda, Andrzej Andrzej Wajda. Piwowski, Marek Marek Piwowski. Gotkowski, Hubert Hubert
Gotkowski. Droga wolna! Komasa, Jan Jan Komasa. Vega, Patryk Patryk Vega. Hoffman, Jerzy
Jerzy Hoffman. Piekorz, Magdalena Magdalena Piekorz. Zatorski, Ryszard Ryszard Zatorski.
Stuhr, Jerzy Jerzy Stuhr. Serce, Serduszko. Magowski, Krzysztof Krzysztof Magowski. Regucki,
Dariusz Dariusz Regucki. Totart, czyli odzyskiwanie rozumu. Paduch, Bartosz Bartosz Paduch.
Zanussi, Krzysztof Krzysztof Zanussi. Barry Cook Neil Nightingale. Wilk z Wall Street. Jimmy
Hayward. Carl Rinsch. Aleksiej Fiedorczenko. Philippe Le Guay. Robaczki z Zaginionej Doliny.
Za tych, co na morzu. Paul Wright. John Wells. John Lee Hancock. Justin Bieber's Believe. Jon
M. Paranormal Activity: Naznaczeni. Molly Ephraim , Eddie J. Stuart Beattie. Brian Percival. Jack
Ryan: Teoria chaosu. Goltzius and the Pelican Company. Ramsey Nasr , F. Diederik Ebbinge.
Ken Scott. Phil Lord i Chris Miller. Ritesh Batra. Shana Feste. Martin Lund. Rodzinka nie z tej
Ziemi. Callan Brunker. Nieznajomy nad jeziorem. Co jest grane, Davis? Tom Gormican. Jordan ,
Alysia Reiner. Aharon Keszales Nawot Papuszado. Pan Peabody i Sherman. Rob Minkoff. Noam
Murro. Gustav Deutsch. Pascal Chaumeil. Mark Waters. Scott Waugh. Muppety: Poza prawem.
James Bobin. Jackson , Sebastian Stan. Grand Budapest Hotel. Tony Revolori , Ralph Fiennes ,
F. Noe: Wybrany przez Boga. Nancy Florence Savard. Droga do zapomnienia. Jonathan
Teplitzky. Chris Mason Johnson. Christopher Spencer. Daniel Stamm. Niebo istnieje Randall
Wallace. Chris Michael Birkmeier. Camille Claudel, Antonio Piazza Fabio Grassadonia. Thierry
Ragobert. Niesamowity Spider-Man 2. Marc Webb. Inna kobieta. Brick Mansions. Najlepszy z
najlepszych. Camille Delamarre. Nicholas Fackler. John Maloof i Charlie Siskel. Nicholas Stoller.
Gareth Edwards. Yves Saint Laurent. Theodore Melfi. Dan St. Pierre i Will Finn. Wilgotne
miejsca. David Wnendt. Bernard Rose. Robert Stromberg. Gwiazd naszych wina. Dean DeBlois.
Jersey Boys. Christian Ditter. Noc oczyszczenia: Anarchia. James DeMonaco. Michael K.
Czerwony i niebieski. Giuseppe Piccioni. Peter Lepeniotis. Adam Sandler , Drew Barrymore.
Uciekinier z Nowego Jorku. Michael Obert. Zacznijmy od nowa. John Carney. Przychodzi facet
do lekarza. Noc Oczyszczenia: Anarchia. Williams , Frank Grillo. Lisa Azuelos. Roberts
Gannaway. Trish Sie. Tina Gharavi. Bank Lady. Christian Alvart. Podejrzany: Ai Weiwei. Andreas
Johnsen. Jake Kasdan. Reinhard Klooss. John , Brian Huskey. Steven Quale. Umut Dag. Nihal
G. Laurent Tirard. Patrick Hughes. Martin Provost. Jeremy Saulnier. Natalia Tena , David
Verdaguer. Daniel Ribeiro. Rio, I Love You. Guillermo Arriaga , Fernando Meirelles i in. Lisa
Langseth. Barbie i tajemnicze drzwi. Karen Lloyd. Sin City 2: Damulka warta grzechu. Robert
Rodriguez Frank Miller. Jako w piekle, tak i na Ziemi. Ziemia Maryi. Juan Manuel Cotelo. Mira
Fornay. Misja Sputnik. Markus Dietrich. Na zawsze twoja. Wilcze dzieci. Mamoru Hosoda. Ask
Hasselbalch. Buntownik bez powodu. Ja nie wracam. Michael Dowse. Sprawa dla dwojga. Wes
Ball. Pewnego razu na Dzikim Wschodzie. Hiner Saleem. Porwanie Michela Houellebecqa.
Guillaume Nicloux. Alexs Stadermann , Moritz Springer. W drodze do Jah. Witamy w Nowym
Jorku. Czworo do pary. Charlie McDowell. Aleksandr Wieliedinski. Bruce La Bruce. Scott Frank.
Anthony Stacchi i Graham Annable. Zaginiona dziewczyna. Sabine Kriechbaum i Erwin
Wagenhofer. Peter Strickland i Nick Fenton. Jon S. Dla ciebie wszystko. Michael Hoffman.
Dracula: Historia nieznana. Gary Shore. Kacper i Emma â€” najlepsi przyjaciele. Matteo Oleotto.
David Dobkin. Robert Downey Jr. Diabelska plansza Ouija. Stiles White. Santos , Douglas Smith
, Shelley Hennig. Cobb , Jason Miller , Linda Blair. Wolfgang Groos. Luke Greenfield. We Are the
Best! Jane Pollard i Iain Forsyth. Adam Wingard. Valentin Hotea. Bella i Sebastian. Bobby
Farrelly , Peter Farrelly. Peter Chelsom. Carlos Lechuga. Thibaut Chatel. Boris Aljinovic Harald
Siepermann. Philippe de Chauveron. Leanne Pooley. Lourens Blok. Francis Lawrence. Tinatin
Kajrishvili. Piorun i magiczny dom. Jeremy Degruson , Ben Stassen. Hossein Amini. Wolny
strzelec. Pugh , Akosua Busia. Siostry i Schiller. Marc Lawrence. Simmons , Chris Elliott ,
Allison Janney. Sean Anders. Don Hall , Chris Williams. Dziewczynka z kotem. David Leitch ,
Chad Stahelski. Kacper i Emma â€” zimowe wakacje. Love, Rosie. Christopher Smith. Marc
Bauder. Panos H. Stuart Murdoch. Get on Up. Sudabeh Mortezai. Listy od nieznajomego. Yariv
Mozer. Aleksey Tsitsilin. Noc w muzeum: Tajemnica grobowca. Shawn Levy. Najlepszy film
dramatyczny Zniewolony. Najlepszy film Zniewolony. Steve McQueen Najlepszy film
Zniewolony. McLaglen , aktor. Check out some of the most anticipated TV series revivals,
live-action movie adaptations, and remakes currently in the works. Browse our picks. See the
full gallery. Sign In. Up this week. Mamoru Miyano was born on June 8, in Saitama, Japan. Born:
June 8 , in Saitama, Japan. Filmography by Job Trailers and Videos. Share this page:. SvN
Getter Robo Nero. Assassin's Creed: Shogun. Fictional Characters With Cool Names. Do you

have a demo reel? Add it to your IMDbPage. How Much Have You Seen? How much of Mamoru
Miyano's work have you seen? Known For. Death Note Light Yagami. Wolf's Rain Kiba. Mobile
Suit Gundam 00 Setsuna F. Ultraman Zero voice. Show all 8 episodes. Ultraman Zero. Atsumu
Miya voice. Show all 16 episodes. Show all 24 episodes. Haru Kato voice. Show all 11 episodes.
Kurou Sakuragawa voice. Part-Time Job Pandora's Actor voice. Physicals Day Quartet Field Day
Benimaru Shinmon voice. Show all 7 episodes. Ultra Big Match! Taichi Mashima voice. Show all
50 episodes. Ertegun voice. Show all 14 episodes. Osamu Dazai voice. Osamu Dazai. Show all
34 episodes. Amai Mask voice. Ikemen kamen amai masuku voice. Show all 6 episodes. Reo
Shinsei voice. Ryuji Sakamoto voice. Show all 27 episodes. Shuu Tsukiyama voice. Show all 12
episodes. Kotaro Tatsumi voice. Ultimate Video Game Ryuji Sakamoto voice. Gilthunder voice.
Show all 33 episodes. Kaoru Ijuuin voice. Show all 13 episodes. Rintaro Okabe voice. Reinhard
von Lohengramm voice. Show all 23 episodes. Nobuaki Kanazawa voice. Dog Hummer voice.
Sutezo Japanese version, voice. Sato Kei Nagai voice. It Really Will Be War! Grand Prix Final
Free Skate Jean-Jacques Leroy voice. Pre-Grand Prix Final Special! The Horror!! Rostelecom
Cup, Free Skate Rostelecom Cup, Short Program Ignis Stupeo Scientia voice. Biba voice.
Gakushuu Asano voice. Show all 10 episodes. Masaomi Kida voice. Show all 25 episodes. Our
Ultraman Ultraman Zero voice. Hyakki Maruo voice. Starting Summer Rin Matsuoka voice.
Rintarou Okabe voice. Show all 26 episodes. Wooser voice. Prince Demande voice. Saguru
Hakuba voice. Show all 9 episodes. Ultra 10 Warriors!! Harada voice. Cinque Izumi voice. Shinku
Izumi voice. Show all 15 episodes. Tamago voice. Rin Matsuoka voice. Saburo voice. Saburo
Suzuki voice. Joker voice. Death the Kid Japanese version, voice. Go, Omega Saints! Cygnus
no Hyouga voice. Seiya's Cosmo! The Ties That Bind Saints! The Ascent of Saturn! The Great
Saints' Teachings! D voice. Until the Day We Meet Again!! Cilan Japanese version, voice. The
Crisis of Sanyou Gym!! Deserted Island Adventure!! Cilan japanese version, voice. Erikiteru and
Gogoat!! Show all 63 episodes. Berg Katse voice. Aratana Tatakai e no Ketsui!! Yoshiki
Hayakawa voice. Tokiya Ichinose voice. Yogi voice. Crested Porcupine voice. Chrollo Lucilfer
voice. Zange Natsume. Yu Kanesh
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iro voice. Kento Miura voice. Show all 22 episodes. Seiei Japanese version, voice. Seiei voice.
Ling Yao Japanese version, voice. Shusei Usui voice. Cao, Cao. Kami wo koeru otoko tachi?
Sekai no iki tsuku hate he? Chotto saki ha yami darake? Bokura no desu shitii robo? Show all
42 episodes. Seiei - Saisei Setsuna F. Sho Fuwa voice. Zero Kiryu Japanese version, voice.
Ulysses voice. Kuro voice. Chaozii Han voice. Show all 28 episodes. Eiji Kanda. Fin Kruda voice.
A - Sakarau onna Light Yagami Japanese version, voice. Light Yagami voice. Show all 37
episodes. Tamaki Suou voice. Moondoggie voice. Kazuki Tsuda voice. Ted voice. Kiba
Japanese version, voice. Bunzo Yazaki Child. Ignie voice, uncredited. Ling Yao uncredited.
Baba Yagaa no shiro. Nanka moyamoya suru? Death the Kid. Related Videos. Edit Did You
Know? Personal Quote: When I make someone else smile, I feel truly grateful. The song
debuted at number 24 on the chart. Nickname: Mamo. Star Sign: Gemini. Edit page. Clear your
history.

